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Air Curtain

Description

Air Curtain 

A must for every laboratory, clean rooms, industries etc. 

Air Curtains when installed on a door forms an invisible curtain/barrier of continuous air and thus
prevents escape of conditioned/treated air and entry of contaminated hot, humid, dirty and unwanted
polluted air inside the room. 

Most effective insulation for energy conservation and preventing temperature loss in controlled
atmospheric areas, thus maintaining very high levels of cleanliness by forming a very strong barrier to
prevent movement of dust particles across it. 

An air Curtain is a modern device which, when installed on a door, forms an invisible curtain of
continuous air and thus prevents escape of conditioned air and entry of outside hot, humid, dirty and
unwanted polluted air. 

The cabinets of Air Curtain are made of cold rolled mild steel sheets. 

A must for every laboratory, clean rooms, industries etc. 

Air Curtain Manufacturer, Air Curtain Suppliers, Air Curtain India, Air Curtain Exporter, Clean
Air Benches, buy Air Curtain, Air Curtain, Analytical Research Equipment, buy Air Curtain
Online India  
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invisible curtain/barrier of continuous air and thus prevents escape of conditioned/treated air and
entry of contaminated hot, humid, dirty and unwanted polluted air inside the room. Most effective
insulation for energy conservation and preventing temperature loss in controlled atmospheric areas,
thus maintaining very high levels of cleanliness by forming a very strong barrier to prevent movement
of dust particles across it. An air Curtain is a modern device which, when installed on a door, forms
an invisible curtain of continuous air and thus prevents escape of conditioned air and entry of outside
hot, humid, dirty and unwanted polluted air. The cabinets of Air Curtain are made of cold rolled mild
steel sheets. A must for every laboratory, clean rooms, industries etc. Air Curtain Manufacturer, Air
Curtain Suppliers, Air Curtain India, Air Curtain Exporter, Clean Air Benches, buy Air Curtain, Air
Curtain, Analytical Research Equipment, buy Air Curtain Online India", "brand": "JLab Export", "sku":
"5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "55", "aggregateRating": { "@type":
"AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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